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Abstract: In nowadays biomedical and industrial applications such as optical switch matrices, laser scanning
displays and biomedical imaging systems which are parts of theactuation and sensing components are realized
using micro-mirrors fabricated usingMicro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology. This paper studies
through comsol model, the structural mechanical properties of the actuation mechanism of a square shape
micro-mirror with the lift-off of the structure used four springs simulating a prestressed cantilever beam [5].
There are few base materials were introduced such as Alumina, Aluminium 3003 H18, Aluminium 6063 T18,
Copper and Aluminium. To make the leg or cantilevermore efficient the structural steel was introduced together
with base materials listed above to further reduce the lift-off stress.
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INTRODUCTION accomplished  by using electrostatics,  magnetic, thermal

In the last decades, the development of Micro Electro to Digital MicroMirror Device (DMD), an optical
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology shows a huge semiconductor which is the core of DLP projection
step forward in biomedical, automotiveand communication technologyinvented by Dr. Larry Hanbeck and  Dr.
industries. By reducing mass and size of devices through William E “Ed Nelson” of Texas Instrument in1987 which
MEMS technology, the performances of bio chips, RF used Aluminium as mirror materials [2]. In this simulation,
devices, accelerometers and mass flow sensorswere we are going to shows how Aluminium and few other
improved greatly. The high demandof MEMS devices for materials performed as a micromirror with square shape
optical  application  are  optical coherence tomography and supported by cantilever beam. The characteristics of
(OCT) for an endoscope,optical switch arrays for lift-off prestress and surface deformation wasalso studied.
communications, confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM) and digital micro-mirror devices for Digital Micro Simulation Details: The simulation was done using
Device DMD. Micromirror devices are device based on COMSOL software, which was known as one of the
microscopically, commonly known assmall mirrorswhich software normally used to simulate all MEMS devices
it size in millimeters. These mirrors used Micro Electro prior to fabrication steps. There are also other software
Mechanical System (MEMS), by means that their states such as COVENTOR and etc. Prior to start the simulation,
are controlled by applying a voltage between the two the materials for micromirror was studied and selected.
electrodes around the mirror arrays [1]. Electrostatic also Among  the  available materials in the COMSOL library,
controlled micro-mirror. It is typically quite small and the selected one are presented in Table 1 below. In the
arrays of such devices can be implemented in a projection simulation, the model used was selected from one of
system. They serve as optical redirectors and similar available tutorials in COMSOL [5]. In this simulation the
reflection devices, refer to Pic. 1 and Pic 2 for product Initial Press was set at 5 GPa, which wasadvised from
application.The actuation of MEMS micro-mirror can be comsol proposed value.

or piezo-electric mechanism.The research  was  referring
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Table 1: Materials Selection
Micromirror Materials Cantilever Materials Lift off Stress level
Alumina Alumina High 30 x 10 High Stress 0.31165

Aluminium 3003 H18 Aluminium 3003 H18 High 30 x 10 High Stress 0.31165

Aluminium 6063 T18 Aluminium 6063 T18 High 30 x 10 High Stress 0.31165

Copper Copper High 30 x 10 High Stress 0.31165

Aluminium Aluminium High 30 x 10 High Stress 0.31165

Pic. 1: Micro-mirror develop by TI (redraw by egmason)
Courtesy: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_micromirror_device

Pic. 2: Micromirror in complete package
Courtesy: http://www.amstechnologies.com

RESULTS high stress level. Therefore above materials are not

Simulation with the Same Materials Base as per Table 1: improvement. The further simulation with improvement on
The simulation result for all materials selection in Table 1 the cantilever materials has dramatically change the
and Table 2 are shown below. We can observed that surface deformation and lift-off, which is able to solve the
different materials performed almost alike behaviour which over-stress problem. And to compare the cantilever
is the lift-off stress range from 40 x 10  to 60 x 10 . stiffness the materials for cantilever changed to structural6 6

Observation is particularly on the stress on the edge of steel as shown in Table 2 below.
mirror and cantilever lift-off. All materials showsimilar
results, which produced high stress at the edge and high DISCUSSION
lift-off.

Simulation Cantilever Change to Structural Steel as per without combination with structural steel as a
Table 2: From the simulation above, the results show that cantilever/leg have a lift-off stress problem. The addition
surface deformation and cantilever proven to be in very or  combination  of  structural  steel   into   the   model  has

suitable to be fabricated as micromirror without any

From  Comsol  model  result, all basic materials
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Table 2: Different Materials with Structural Steel
Micromirror Materials Cantilever Materials Lift-off Stress Level
Alumina Structural Steel Low 60 x 10 Low stress 0.02546

Aluminium 3003 H18 Structural Steel Good 50 x 10 Low stress 0.05416

Aluminium 6063 Structural Steel Very low 40 x 10 Low stress 0.0001356

Copper Structural Steel Very low 40 x 10 Low stress 0.0001246

Aluminium Structural Steel Medium 20 x 10 Medium stress 0.25445

Graph 1: Alumina

Graph 2: Aluminium 3003 H18
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Graph 3: Aluminium 6063 T18

Graph 4: Copper

Graph 5: Aluminium [4]
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Graph 6: Alumina + Structural Steel

Graph 7: Aluminium 3003 + H18 + Structural Steel

Graph 8: Aluminium 6063 + T18 + Structural Steel
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Graph 9: Copper + Structural Steel

Graph 10: Aluminium + Structural Steel [4]

improved the micromirror fabrication. However, was capable of focusing several objects located along the
combination ofAluminium + Structural steelproduceda optical axis with a maximum tracking range of 134 mm [6].
high surface deformation at the edge. The best result
achieved by using Aluminium 3003 + Structural steel. CONCLUSION

Proposed Future Works: In future, we wish to redesign From the results, one can conclude that the stress at
the cantilever or ‘spring legs’ from straight design into edge of the surface and cantilever lift-off can be further
serpentine/zigzag shape. This would reduce the stress at improved with application by other materials such as
the upper side of the cantilever. We are considering in Structural steel. The best material combination is the
changing the shape of micromirror from square to circle. Aluminium 3003 H18 + Structural steel which have less
This should be able to reduce the stress at the edge of lift-off stress and uniformed surface roughness.
mirror. We would redesign the surface of micromirror with Furthermore  the  distance  between mirror and bottom
small circle and also planning to apply few other base plate are reasonably close and suppose the voltage
materials such as Gold and etc. in referring to research required to adjust the micromirror will be reasonably low.
done by Li, L., Li, R., Lubeigt, W., Uttamchandani, D. in As known theoretically, if the micromirror are far apart
Journal of Micro Electro Mechanical Systems 2013. This from the electrode, it would bend and create stress at its
researchindicated that by using gold materials,the system four legs.
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